This is the 33rd year of IMAGE, an annual judged art show for visual artists residing in Chisago, Isanti, Kanabec, Mille Lacs and Pine Counties (Region 7E). IMAGE is sponsored and hosted by the East Central Regional Arts Council (ECRAC).

**IMAGE is a celebration of artists living and creating in Region 7E.**

Over 150 artists from all over the 5 county region have entered artwork in this show in seven categories including: Painting, Opaque; Painting, Transparent; Drawing; Photography; 3D Functional Sculpture; 3D Non-Functional Sculpture; and Other Art Forms.

This year's IMAGE awards are: Best of Show ($500); and in each category an Excellence Award ($200 each) and Merit Award ($150 each). In addition, artwork is eligible for People's Choice ($300) and Purchase Awards. These awards (with the exception of Best of Show and People's Choice) will be presented online at [www.ECRAC.org](http://www.ECRAC.org) on June 15, 2020. The Purchase and People's Choice Awards will be announced after June 30.

**Everyone viewing the show is allowed one vote for their favorite piece artwork.**

Best of Show will be announced at an exhibit in the ECRAC gallery. Details on this show are yet to be determined. Hopefully, it will be fall 2020.

For more information on the show email: image@ecrac.org
Painting: Opaque
Cherry Blossom Dragon
Hailey Bishop
untitled
Chad Carlson
Homeland
Melinda Cloose
Spring Chickens
Tree Croyle Johnson
Cosmic Crystals
Courtney Darland
Sandhill Crane Migration
Diane Farrell
Beauty & the Beast
Claire Fix
Date Night
Mercedes Frith
Jungle Vibes
Isabelle Helseth
Pin Cherry Bears
Becky Henn
Lilac Bouquet
Michael Holmquist
Experiment number 15
- Turbulence
Katherine Hovland
Dead Sea
Novalee Idontno
Warm days Warm breezes - small lake Ontario Canada
Cheryl Larson
Canyon Village
Kaylen Olinger
Fords in a Field
Bobby Olson
Wildflower Meadow
Cory Parsons
Tenacity
Geri Perowitz Wheeler
Feelin’ Fine
Sarah Rydberg
Remember When
Jacque Sabolik
Determination
Kimberly Thaemert
Sunkissed
Kristin Webster
Winter Blue Jays
Joyce Wilking
Women
Allison Witzmann
Painting: Transparent
Apricot Afternoon II
Jean Crocker
Vanishing Playground
Janelle Edstrom
Butterfly Kiss
Emily Elliot
They Know His Voice
Claudia Hanson
Grow
Karen Hirsch
Terebinth
Mary Johnson
The Explorers
Joy Paulzine
Funky Cows
Nancy Radefeldt
There is Life Within our Bones
Marni Smith
Pine Creek Willows
Christina Thurston
Drawing
The Four Angels of Torcello
Marilyn Cuellar
Time to Make Lemonade
Gail Fonnest
The Tree Stands Alone
Yvonne Herrmann
On Strength
Vanessa Kaari
2020 Springtime COVID-19 BINGO Card

Built up a relationship
Important achievement
Good for your soul!
Only fun (self-care?)

N: Wrote a letter
Did Census 2020
Worried about unemployment
Economic impact get deposited

G: Finished!!
Any unfinished project?

O: Stayed up way too late for fun!

L: Toled another
"I love you"

D: Cleaned out a closet or drawer on this

G: Chatted up a friend for an hour

M: Zoomed or did a 3-way conference call for the first time

B: Updated or finished yours
Will no better time than the present

O: Missed our local library

N: Updated or finished your healthcare directive, protect timing!

G: Placed a nice surprise in someone's mailbox

O: Reread an old copy of a newspaper magazine

L: Looked for saw signs of spring! Arrows, robins, butterflies, bluebirds

G: Put a costume on yourself or the family pet!

M: Balanced your weekly activity

B: Prayed or meditated

I: Sudoku or word search or crossword...

S: Check book

E: Forged what day of the week it is!

R: Just up and decided that "happy hour" is now.

T: Stretch dance

P: Routine play at home!
Super Spider!
Allison Kubesh
Treasured Cardinal
Lois Lapp
In Her House in the Black Seas of Infinity…
Mike Menasco
Afternoon at the Arboretum
Cyrus Raivo
3D Sculpture: Functional
Pitcher
Susan Flanders
Maple Leaf Bowl in Butternut Wood
George Jamison
Amphora
Tyler Mans
Wool Rug in Three Colors
Deborah Peterson
3D Sculpture: Non-Functional
The Dance of the Whooping Cranes
Bud Bullivant
Raven’s Gifts
MaryAnn Carlson
The Night Owls
Shirl Chouinard
Peace Dragon
Kelly Fitzgerald
Arrival at Boarding School
Susan Foss
Mother Earth Cries
Terri Hendricks
Form Poem in Crimson
Bruce T. Johnson
Dragonfly Obelisk
Ken Larson
Three Sentinels
and the Seer
Patricia Larson
CATCH OF THE DAY
Keith Raivo
Photography
Wind of colors
Rick Ahartz
Abandoned Schoolhouse, Cambridge Township
Jay Anderson
Iris in the Redwoods
Jeffrey Benny
Sunset Illusions
Kristin Bethea
Love ’n Clouds
John Connett
Frozen in Time,
Porter Glacier, Alaska
Julie Domogalla
Dreaming of Avalon
Cadence Eischens
Winter Tree
Nicole Farrell
Three Dresses

Evan Gorham
The Ending Chapter (Ardent Mill - Rush City, MN)

Jake Hageman
Sentinels of the Morning Light
Nancy Haugen
Four Generations
Barb Johnson
Autumn Birch Grove
Don Kaddatz
Gossamer and Gold
Patty McQuiston
Waiting…
Roger Nieboer
The Dalles of the St. Croix River
Gary Noren
Rock Candy
Jamie Okroi
MOM
Dennis Olson
My Playhouse
Tami Riedeman
Patty
Dee Ann Sibley
Translucent
Shaina Skarsten
Beauty beyond Darkness
Tina Stradal
A good evening for a hike with people I love
Joshua Stringer
Train ride through Glacier National Park

Kim Thompson
The Unknown Awaits
Joseph Wolf
Other Art Forms
Wildflowers in a Vase
Cherene Bebeau
I’ll Harp On It
Martha Bush
Busy Skirt Installation
Nancy Conger
Evening Cityscape
Stephanie Dickinson
Red Barn Under Iridescent Sky
Kathryn Flom
Spring Thaw in Wisconsin
- George’s Driveway
Cindy Frost
Circus Fringe
Cindy Fuerstenberg
Thistle
Mike Gainor
Anna Portrait
Cathie Hendren
Gathering Distance
Deb Huberty
Agates of Minnesota
Gina Johnson
Floral Fireworks
Dee Kotaska
Botanical Sunshine
Kelli Maag
Cascade
Michelle Malley
Life and Death in the Time of Coronavirus
Evangeline Moen
Olda the Troll Witch
Mikayla Morris
Tisswillies & Treasures Jewelry
Misti Munson
Secret Growth
Raquel O’Brien
out of sight…. out of mind

Valerie Raivo
primordial Agate
Michelle Roy
Sunrise River Moonrise
David Spohn
Botanical Printed Nunofelt Tunic
Rebecca Utecht
Oh, Bossie!
Patty Wagner
Black Hole Sun
Jade Wilson
Thank you to all the artists and creators who made this online art show possible!

East Central Regional Arts Council
PO Box 554
Hinckley, MN 55037
Phone: (320) 591-7032
www.ECRAC.org
Email: image@ecrac.org

This activity is made possible by The McKnight Foundation and also by the voters of Minnesota thanks to a legislative appropriation from the art and cultural heritage fund.
This activity has been made possible by The McKnight Foundation, and also thanks to the voters of Minnesota through an appropriation from the Arts and Cultural Heritage Legacy Fund.
IMAGE 2020 People’s Choice Ballot link